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Significant breakthroughs have been achieved in the exploration of Paleogene reservoirs in
the Lufeng Depression. However, as drilling depth is becoming greater, the discovered oil
and gas reservoirs show signs of transition from conventional to unconventional accumulations, and the identification of conventional and unconventional reservoir boundaries is
of particular significance. Herein, the hydrocarbon dynamic field boundaries in the Lufeng
Depression are comprehensively identified by the geological drilling result method, the
sandstone pore throat radius critical value discrimination method and the dry layer drilling
rate variation method; then, the hydrocarbon dynamic field is divided and the characteristics
and differences of hydrocarbon accumulations in each hydrocarbon dynamic field are
compared. The results show that the buoyancy-driven hydrocarbon accumulation depth
in the Lufeng Depression is between 3,500-4,000 m, and the hydrocarbon accumulation
depth limit is about 5,800 m. The focus of research on Paleogene oil and gas exploration in
the Lufeng Depression should be placed on conventional oil and gas reservoirs in the free
dynamic field and tight oil reservoirs in the reformed dynamic field. As for the Enping
Formation and Upper Wenchang Formation, efforts should concentrate on conventional
oil and gas reservoir exploration, and the tight reservoir of Lower Wenchang Formation
should be explored in the high fracture density area in C-4 and C-8 well blocks and the
west of C-8 well block of the Lufeng 13 sag. The research results of this paper are of
great value in further increasing oil and gas production and the explorarion of reservoirs
in the Lufeng Depression.
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1. Introduction
There are great prospects in hydrocarbon resource exploration in the Lufeng Depression within Zhu I depression in
the Pearl River Mouth Basin (Tian et al., 2019). Recently, a
series of breakthroughs were made in the exploration of deep
fields, which are mainly in Paleogene reservoirs of the Pearl
River Mouth Basin. Compared with shallow-buried reservoirs,
Paleogene reservoirs have a significant advantage of “nearsource accumulation”. Although many oil-bearing reservoirs
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have been drilled in Paleogene reservoirs, their oil and gas
productivity has been very poor, causing the poor success
rate of commercial exploration in Paleogene reservoirs. This
is mainly due to the co-existence of conventional and unconventional oil and gas in Paleogene reservoirs as a result
of a complex hydrocarbon accumulation process. There are
huge differences in the accumulation elements and processes
between unconventional and conventional oil and gas (Karlsen
and Skeie, 2006; Esmaili and Mohaghegh, 2016). Both can
coexist in petroliferous basins, forming resource sequences
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from shallow to deep reservoir (Magoon and Dow, 1994;
Shi et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2015). On land, there are
superior implementation conditions for horizontal well drilling
technologies and reservoir reconstruction technologies, which
can enable the exploration and development of conventional
and unconventional oil and gas at the same time (Wang et
al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2018). However, it is difficult to apply
complex horizontal well drilling and reservoir reconstruction
technologies in the Lufeng Depression, which is distributed
in a marine area (Almedallah et al., 2021). Therefore, it is of
great importance for oil and gas exploration in this area to
accurately identify the depth boundary between conventional
and unconventional reservoirs and further find a suitable
resource distribution field for offshore oil and gas exploration
and development.
Smith and Bustin (2000) approximately predicted the distribution field of unconventional oil and gas by summarizing
the distribution characteristics and accumulation elements for
unconventional oil and gas in the basin, which could roughly
delineate the boundary between conventional and unconventional oil and gas. Jia et al. (2021) obtained the reservoir
physical property boundary between conventional and unconventional oil and gas by analyzing the critical intermolecular
force of oil and gas self-sealing state. Pang et al. (2021a)
proposed a set of methods to analyze the boundary between
conventional and unconventional oil and gas resources, including the numerical simulation method, geological drilling
method, dry layer development frequency method and other
methods, and put forward a series of related concepts. In
addition, they defined the conventional and unconventional
oil and gas fields as different hydrocarbon dynamic fields
(HDFs) and defined the boundary of different HDFs as the
hydrocarbon dynamic field boundary (HDFB). They further
confirmed that different HDFs have different hydrocarbon
accumulation characteristics and occurrence mechanisms.
It still remains unknown how to divide the HDFB and
hydrocarbon dynamic field (HDF) in Paleogene reservoirs in
the Lufeng Depression, what the differences are in oil and gas
accumulation features in each HDF, and what value the exploration work on Lufeng depression may have when considering
the research results of HDF. To answer these scientific questions, the following studies are carried out in this paper. Firstly,
the concepts of HDF are introduced and the classification
method of HDF is described. Secondly, utilizing the seismic
data, reservoir physical data, high-pressure mercury injection
data, logging interpretation data and imaging logging data,
the HDFB and its distribution characteristics of Paleogene
reservoirs in the Lufeng Depression are identified. Then, the
key difference characteristics of oil and gas accumulations in
each HDF of Paleogene reservoirs in the Lufeng Depression
are summarized. Finally, based on the research results of the
above three parts, some suggestions for further oil and gas
exploration in the Lufeng Depression are given. Our findings
are of considerable value in further increasing production and
reservoir exploration in the Lufeng Depression.

2. Geological setting
The Lufeng Depression is located in the north of the Zhu
I depression in the Pearl River Mouth Basin, South China Sea
(Fig. 1(a)). Oil and gas accumulations mainly concentrate in
the southern part of Lufeng Depression, including Lufeng 13
sag (LF13s), Lufeng 15 sag (LF15s), Lufeng 7 sag (LF7s) and
their southern area (Wang et al., 2019). The tectonic evolution
of Lufeng Depression is divided into two stages: Rifting stage
(66.0-33.9 Ma) and thermal subsidence stage (33.9-0.0 Ma).
During the rifting stage, the Lufeng Depression experienced
Zhu-Qiong tectonic movement and South China Sea tectonic
movement with intense tectonic intensity (Fig. 1(c)). Meanwhile, in the thermal subsidence stage, the Lufeng Depression
experienced Baiyun tectonic movement and Dongsha tectonic
movement with weakened tectonic intensity (Ge et al., 2020)
(Fig. 1(c)). The whole Cenozoic Formation was developed
within most area of the Pearl River Mouth Basin, including
Paleogene Shenhu Formation, Wenchang Formation (WC),
Enping Formation (EP) and Zhuhai Formation (ZH), Neogene
Zhujiang Formation, Hanjiang Formation, Yuehai Formation
and Wanshan Formation, and Quaternary Formation (Wu et al.,
2022; Xie et al., 2022) (Fig. 1(c)). Among them, Paleogene
WC and EP are the target formations in this study. EP can
subdivided into four members, which include, from top to
bottom, EP first member (EP1 ) to EP fourth member (EP4 )
(Niu et al., 2019). Among them, EP1 and EP2 are known
as the Upper Enping Formation (EP1+2 ), and EP3 and EP4
are known as the Lower Enping Formation (EP3+4 ). WC can
sub-divided into six members, which include, from top to
bottom, WC first member (WC1 ) to WC sixth member (WC6 ).
Among them, WC1 to WC3 are known as the Upper Wenchang
Formation (WC1+2+3 ), and WC4 to WC6 are known as the
Lower Wenchang Formation (WC4+5+6 ).
The existing research results for source rocks show that
the mudstone of WC is an important source rock in the
Lufeng Depression (Wang et al., 2019). From WC4+5+6 to
EP1+2 , the shale content of reservoir gradually decreases (Fig.
1(c)). The sedimentation environment of WC4+5+6 is mainly
lacustrine facies, and WC4+5+6 also develops limit delta facies
in the south of the Lufeng Depression. The mudstone of
WC4+5+6 is an excellent source rock and regional caprock
for the Lufeng Depression (Wang and Sun, 1994). In terms of
lithologic composition, WC1+2+3 and EP are mainly filled by
interbedded sand and mudstone, which leads to the situation
that WC1+2+3 and EP have a good reserve condition and a
poor selling condition for oil and gas (Zhang et al., 2003).
The drill-stem testing (DST) measured formation pressure data
of key well sets in the Lufeng Depression show that normal
pressure is dominant in the depression, and only a certain
weak overpressure phenomenon occurs in WC (Fig. 1(d)). The
plane distribution of the discovered oil and gas reservoirs in
Paleogene reservoirs in the Lufeng Depression is relatively
limited, which are mainly in the interior and southeast of
LF13s and southern of LF7s (Fig. 1(a)). Spatially, oil and
gas are mainly accumulated in the EP reservoir near the B1 well block in LF13s, which is also a structural reservoir.
In the C-8 well block, oil and gas are mainly distributed in
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Fig. 1. (a) Geographical location map and structural division map of Lufeng Depression; (b) Key oil and gas accumulation
profile of Lufeng Depression (the profile line is A-A’ in Fig. 1(a)) and division result of HDF in Lufeng Depression (the profile
line is A-A’ in Fig. 1(a), the sources of star markings is from Fig. 3); (c) Histogram of stratigraphic lithology and tectonic
evolution characteristics of Lufeng Depression; (d) Statistical map of DST measured formation pressure in Lufeng Depression.

WC1+2+3 , which also belong to structural reservoirs. In the C4 well block that is located in the southeast of LF13s, a few oil
and gas are distributed in EP3+4 , which belongs to lithologic
reservoirs, while most of the oil and gas are mainly distributed
in WC4+5+6 , which belongs to lithologic pinchout reservoirs.
In addition, the oil and gas are mainly accumulated in the EP
in the D-1 well block in the south of LF7s (Fig. 1(b)).

3. Method
3.1 Related concepts of hydrocarbon dynamic
field
There is a huge difference in the distribution characteristics and controlling elements between unconventional and
conventional hydrocarbon accumulations (Pang et al., 2021b).
In shallow layers of petroliferous basins, oil and gas accumulations are mainly formed by buoyancy with normal
density differentiation (Shanley et al., 2004). However, when
the burial depth reaches a certain threshold, buoyancy is no
longer the main driving force for hydrocarbon accumulation.
Oil and gas will form tight oil and gas with abnormal density
differentiation or remain in the source rock to form shale oil
and gas (Zou et al., 2013). Therefore, there is an HDFB in
petroliferous basins where buoyancy will not play a dominant
role in oil and gas accumulation, which is called the buoyancydriven hydrocarbon accumulation depth (BHAD) (Pang et al.,
2021b). In addition, as the burial depth further increases, the
physical properties of sandstone reservoirs gradually change
and eventually approach the physical properties of mudstone

at a certain depth value (Wang et al., 2020). Eventually, there
is hardly any difference in the physical properties of the
reservoir and the physical properties, which are extremely
poor. Moreover, the probability of drilling a dry layer will approach 100% and there will be little likelihood for oil and gas
accumulation (Pang et al., 2022). Therefore, the buried depth
condition at which the pore throat radius of sandstone reservoir
is equal to that of mudstone is taken as another HDFB, which
is called the hydrocarbon accumulation depth limit (HADL)
(Pang et al., 2021a). The reservoir areas above BHAD and
between BHAD and HADL have different hydrocarbon accumulation dynamics and are called free hydrocarbon dynamic
field (F-HDF) and confined hydrocarbon dynamic field (CHDF), respectively (Pang et al., 2021a). In F-HDF, oil and
gas accumulate in low-energy traps under buoyancy. The
main types of oil and gas reservoirs are anticlinal reservoirs,
lithologic reservoirs, fault reservoirs, stratigraphic oil and gas
reservoirs, and hydrodynamic reservoirs. In C-HDF, oil and
gas mainly form tight reservoirs at the bottom of the syncline
or shale reservoirs within the source rocks. Nevertheless, CHDF is not completely filled by tight reservoirs. In C-HDF,
there are some local high-porosity and high-permeability reservoir areas formed by late fracture reconstruction, denudation
reconstruction or dissolution reconstruction, which are called
“sweet spots” and are important targets for unconventional oil
and gas exploration. In the study of hydrocarbon accumulation
dynamics, this reservoir area is also known as the “reformed
hydrocarbon accumulation reservoir” (Pang et al., 2021a).
It can be divided into three types: Fault-modified reservoir,
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dissolution modified reservoir and fault-dissolution modified
reservoir. The reservoir area below the HADL is hardly
capable of hydrocarbon accumulation and is called bound
hydrocarbon dynamic field (B-HDF) (Pang et al., 2021a).

3.2 Method of HDFB identification
3.2.1 BHAD
In order to identify the BHAD, the geological drilling result
method and the sandstone pore throat radius critical value
discrimination method can be used (Pang et al., 2021a). Above
BHAD, oil and gas usually present a normal oil-water contact
relationship, while below BHAD, the oil-water contact relationship will become complicated and the phenomenon of “oilwater inversion” will occur in most cases. Therefore, BHAD
can be identified based on the oil-water contact relationship,
which is called geological drilling result method (Pang et al.,
2022). In addition, the BHAD is also the boundary condition,
such that buoyancy will not be the primary force in oil and gas
accumulation. Thus, the physical condition of reservoir at the
BHAD can be analyzed by using the force status of oil and gas
in the reservoir, and then the physical condition can be used
to identify BHAD (Guo et al., 2017; Pang et al., 2022). The
physical simulation experiments and numerical analysis show
that the reservoir’s physical properties corresponding to BHAD
are affected by the pore throat radius, oil and gas density,
interfacial tension between oil and water, and wettability angle
between the oil and gas and minerals (Guo et al., 2017; Pang et
al., 2022). Among them, the pore throat radius of sandstone is
the most important factor for the critical value of BHAD (Guo
et al., 2017). Thus, BHAD can be identified by discriminating
the critical value of sandstone pore throat radius, which is
subsequently called sandstone pore throat radius critical value
discrimination method.
3.2.2 HADL
In terms of HADL identification, the dry layer drilling rate
variation method can be utilized (Pang et al., 2022). HADL is
the critical geological condition for hydrocarbon accumulation.
Theoretically, when the bound water saturation of a reservoir
reaches 100%, there is no space for oil and gas to accumulate
in the reservoir. Under this condition, the dry layer drilling rate
will also reach 100%, which also means that the physical properties of the reservoir are no longer suitable for hydrocarbon
accumulation. Therefore, the statistical relationship between
reservoir physical properties and dry layer drilling rate can
be used to determine the physical properties corresponding to
HADL.

4. Results
4.1 HDFB identification
4.1.1 BHAD identification
In order to clarify the oil-water contact relationship of discovered oil and gas accumulations in the Paleogene reservoir,
the profile map is drawn that can display most Paleogene oil
and gas accumulations (Fig. 1(b)). Such accumulations above
3,550 m all exhibit the normal oil-water contact relationship in

the Lufeng Depression. With the increase of buried depth, the
number of drilled dry layers gradually increases, and the oilwater contact relationship becomes complex (Fig. 1(b)). The
buried depth where abnormal oil-water contact relationship
begins to show is taken as the critical value for BHAD
identification. BHAD in the Lufeng Depression corresponds
to buried depth distribution between 3,550 and 4,000 m, and
it is deeper in the north than in the south (Fig. 1(b)).
Moreover, another method, the sandstone pore throat radius
critical value discrimination method is used to further identify
the BHAD. Based on the physical simulation experiment and
numerical simulation method of homogeneous sandstone, Liu
(2018) confirmed that the pore throat radius of sandstone
corresponding to BHAD in Nanpu sag of Bohai Bay Basin
is between 0.12 and 0.38 µm, with a mean of 0.28 µm.
Since the Bohai Bay Basin and the Pearl River Mouth Basin
are rift basins, the difference between them in geothermal
gradient is small, and their sedimentary systems are similar,
therefore the research result of Bohai Bay Basin is used to
identify the BHAD in the Pearl River Mouth Basin, taking
0.28 µm sandstone pore throat radius as the critical value
for BHAD identification (Liu, 2018). Since it is difficult
to obtain the pore throat radius data of the reservoir, the
numerical relationship between the porosity and pore throat
radius of sandstone reservoir is established based on highpressure mercury injection data and thin-section data (Fig.
2). According to the numerical relationship, the porosity of
sandstone corresponding to the BHAD is calculated, and it is
10.96%. Due to the heterogeneity of reservoirs, the porosity
of sandstone reservoirs at different burial depths is not a
constant value, and it is difficult to find the critical physical
condition corresponding to the BHAD (Tan et al., 2017). In
this paper, the average porosity of each buried depth sandstone
reservoir is used to describe the pore characteristics. The
average porosity evolution map of key well sets is established,
and the BHAD is further identified (Fig. 3). The results show
that the buried depth corresponding to BHAD in the northern
Lufeng Depression is about 4,075 m, and it is about 3,490 m
in the south of the depression. This is slightly shallower than
the BHAD identified by the geological drilling result method,
but they still have high consistency (Fig. 1(b)).
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4.1.2 HADL identification
Under BHAD, with the increase of burial depth, the
physical properties of sandstone reservoirs of EP and WC
are further reduced and the dry layer drilling ratio increases
rapidly (Fig. 4). In a shallow-buried EP reservoir, a dry layer
begins to be drilled when the reservoir porosity is equal to
10%. In addition, with the decrease of physical properties,
the proportion of drilled dry layers increases in the reservoir,
while the proportion of dry layers drilled is not up to 100%

(Fig. 4(b)). In a WC reservoir with a buried depth greater
than EP, a dry layer begins to be drilled when the reservoir
porosity is equal to 12%. The proportion of drilled dry layers
reaches 100% when the porosity is equal to 4% (Fig. 4(c)).
Compared with EP, the physical properties of dry layers begin
to appear higher in WC, and the increment for the ratio of
drilled dry layers is larger with the decrease of reservoir
physical properties (Figs. 4(b) and (c)). This may be due
to the higher shale content in WC reservoirs deposited in
extensive lacustrine facies (Fig. 1(c)). Overall, the EP reservoir
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has not reached the HADL, while part of the WC reservoir
with low physical properties is over the HADL. The critical
physical condition of HADL is that the porosity is equal to
4%. Based on the porosity data of EP and WC reservoirs,
a numerical model of porosity evolution is established (Fig.
4(a)). The evolution trend of reservoir porosity in EP and WC
is consistent (Fig. 4(a)), which presents a relatively regular
exponential relationship (Eq. (1)):
8352.1−H

(1)
ϕ = e 1803
where ϕ represents reservoir porosity, %; H represents buried
depth, m.
Combined with the porosity critical condition corresponding to HADL and the numerical model of porosity evolution, it
can be concluded that the burial depth corresponding to HADL
is about 5,800 m in the Lufeng Depression.

4.2 HDFs division and key period
4.2.1 HDFs division
Based on the distribution characteristics of BHAD and
HADL, the Paleogene reservoir can be divided into two HDFs,
which are F-HDF and C-HDF, respectively. The F-HDF in
the Lufeng Depression is mainly distributed in the WC1+2+3
and EP reservoirs, and the types of oil and gas reservoirs
are primarily anticline and fault reservoirs (Fig. 1(b)). The
C-HDF is mainly distributed in the deeply buried reservoir of
WC. In the sags of Lufeng Depression, there are few faults
in C-HDF, which also means that the reforming effect of CHDF reservoir by faults is weak and the types of oil and gas
reservoirs are mainly tight oil reservoirs in the sags (Fig. 1(b)).
In the C-4-1d well block outside of the LF13s, the C-HDF is
strongly reformed by faults, and typical reformed oil and gas
reservoirs are developed, most of which are lithologic oil and
gas reservoirs (Fig. 1(b)). The detailed characteristics of this
reservoir are described in Section 4.3.
The maximum burial depth of sedimentary formation in
the Lufeng Depression is about 5,600 m (Fig. 1(b)). There is
almost no sedimentary formation distributed below the HADL
in the Lufeng Depression. The burial depth corresponding to
the BHAD in the Lufeng Depression is between that of EP and
WC of the Paleogene reservoir. For oil and gas exploration, it
is important to clarify the plane distribution characteristics of
BHAD in Paleogene EP and WC reservoirs. The porosity plane
distribution maps of sandstone reservoirs in EP1+2 , EP3+4 ,
WC1+2+3 and WC4+5+6 are drawn. According to these maps,
the plane distribution characteristics of BHAD are analyzed
by taking the sandstone porosity of 10.96% as the physical
property critical value corresponding to BHAD. The EP1+2
is above the BHAD, since it is shallow-buried (Fig. 5). Part
of the EP3+4 and WC1+2+3 reservoirs exceed the BHAD, but
the distribution of these reservoirs is relatively limited, only
covering the middle and north of LF13s (Fig. 5). Most of
the WC4+5+6 reservoirs are under the BHAD, including most
areas of LF15s and LF13s (Fig. 5).

4.2.2 Key period of HDF evolution
The key period of HDF evolution is obtained based on the
division result of BHAD in the Lufeng Depression and the
evolution map of burial history and thermal history of B-1
well block located in LF13s and C-4 well block located in
the southern edge of LF13s (Fig. 6). At the inner part and the
edge of the depression, the depths of 4,000 m and 3,500 m,
respectively, are used as the geological limits of BHAD. In the
inner depression, the deep part of WC4+5+6 began to exceed
the BHAD at 13 Ma and completely exceeded the BHAD at
3 Ma. In addition, most of the WC1+2+3 is also below BHAD
nowadays. At the edge of the depression, the deep of WC4+5+6
began to exceed the BHAD at about 10.5 Ma, and completely
entered the BHAD about at 4.9 Ma. At present, the whole WC
and a small part of EP are below the BHAD. In conclusion,
the period for deep WC4+5+6 reservoir that began to exceed
the BHAD was at about 13-10.5 Ma, and the period for deep
WC4+5+6 reservoir that completely exceeded the BHAD was
at about 4.9-3 Ma. At present, almost the whole WC reservoir
is below the BHAD, and only a limited part of the EP reservoir
is below the BHAD.

4.3 Characteristics of oil and gas accumulations
in individual HDFs
4.3.1 Characteristics of oil and gas accumulations in
F-HDF
The EP oil and gas accumulation drilled by the B-1-1 well
is located in the inner part of LF13s (Figs. 1(a) and (b))
and is distributed in F-HDF. The type of this accumulation
is anticline reservoir with clear and normal oil-water contact
relationship. Moreover, oil and gas accumulate at the high
part of the anticline and are capped by muddy cap rocks
(Fig. 7(a)). Pang et al. (2021a; 2021b; 2022) extensively
studied the physical property of tight oil and gas reservoir in
many basins in China and proposed that 10% ± 2% porosity
and 1 mD permeability is the critical value corresponding
to BHAD. It could be seen that the porosity of a reservoir
corresponding to BHAD in each basin considerably varies
and is easily affected by the actual geological conditions,
while permeability corresponding to BHAD in each basin is
almost stable at about 1 mD with a small variation range.
Based on the research results of this paper, 10.96% porosity
and 1 mD permeability are taken as the reservoir physical
properties corresponding to BHAD in Lufeng Depression. The
porosity and permeability of B-1-1 EP reservoir range from
11% to 18% and from 1 to 1000 mD, and this physical
property value is higher than that corresponding to BHAD
(Fig. 7(b)). This also suggests that the EP oil and gas reservoirs
drilled by B-1-1 well are distributed in F-HDF. In addition, the
migration and accumulation process of these reservoirs have
typical conventional accumulations characteristics: The source
rock is far away from the reservoir and there is an obvious
migration path from source rock to reservoir along the faults
and sandstones (Fig. 7(a)).
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4.3.2 Characteristics of oil and gas accumulations in
C-HDF
The WC1+2+3 oil and gas accumulation drilled by the
B-1s-1d well is also located in the inner part of LF13s,
which is distributed in C-HDF (Figs. 1(a) and (b)). This
oil and gas accumulation is closely adjacent to the WC
source rock and accumulates at the bottom of the syncline
(Fig. 8). According to the intersection diagram for measured
porosity and permeability, it can be found that the porosity and
permeability of the reservoir in this oil and gas accumulation

ranges from 2% to 11% and from 0.01 to 1 mD, respectively,
which suggests that the physical property for reserve condition
is extremely poor (Fig. 8). Moreover, according to the well logging interpretation data of B-1s-1d (Fig. 8(c)), the WC1+2+3
oil and gas accumulation consist of dominantly tight oil layers
without production (38 m of that drilled by B-1s-1d), and the
WC1+2+3 has very high sandy content with a poor sealing
condition, which is composed by a thin mudstone layer whose
thickness is less than 1 m (Fig. 8(c)). Lastly, the actual test
data show that oil and gas accumulation has no prospect for
investment due to very low productivity. Based on the above
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reservoir characteristics, it can be inferred that WC1+2+3 oil
and gas accumulation drilled by the B-1s-1d well is formed
by hydrocarbon injected into the tight reservoir (Guo et al.,
2017).
4.3.3 Characteristics of reformed oil and gas
accumulations in C-HDF
The WC4+5+6 oil and gas accumulation drilled by the C4-1d well is located in the southern edge of LF13s, which
also is distributed in C-HDF (Figs. 1(a) and (b)). This
accumulation is a lithological reservoir and also a typical
reformed hydrocarbon accumulation reservoir in C-HDF. It
is located in a structure where many faults are developed
and the thick mudstone layer of WC3 and WC4 provide an
excellent sealing condition (Fig. 9). The porosity of this oil
and gas accumulation is lower than that corresponding to
BHAD, which mainly ranges from 7.8% to 12%. However,
the permeability of this oil and gas accumulation is higher
than that corresponding to BHAD, which mainly ranges from
1 to 100 mD (Fig. 9(b)). This may be due to the fact that
the reservoir was reformed by densely developed faults. The
fault will create dense fracture zones in the surrounding rock
near the fracture section, which will significantly improve the

permeability of the reservoir (Fu et al., 2015). Image-log data
show obvious fracture development traces in the WC reservoir
in the C-4-1d well (Fig. 9(c)), which further supports the
hypothesis that the reservoir has been reformed by fractures.
Due to the effect of fracture reformation, the WC4+5+6 oil
and gas accumulation drilled by the C-4-1d well has high
hydrocarbon production despite its low porosity, and it is also
an important commercial oil flow producing reservoir in the
Lufeng Depression. Dai et al. (2019) reported that the main
hydrocarbon charging period of the WC reservoir in Lufeng
Depression is about 12 Ma. During this time, the deep of WC
reservoir in C-4 well block did not exceed the BHAD. It can be
determined that the WC4+5+6 oil and gas accumulation drilled
by the C-4-1d well was conventional oil and gas accumulation
in this period, and the reservoir gradually evolves into a tight
reservoir with the increase of burial depth. Thus, this reservoir
has some features of conventional oil and gas accumulations:
Its source rock is separated from the reservoir, and oil and gas
migrate over a short distance through sandstone (Fig. 9).

5. Discussion
Restricted by the actual conditions of offshore exploration
and development, it is difficult to reconstruct the Paleogene
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reservoirs in the Lufeng Depression. In addition, offshore
oil and gas exploration and development has mainly focused
on commercial reservoirs in recent years (Tian et al., 2019).
Therefore, for the practical exploration of Paleogene reservoir,
the focus within F-HDF should be conventional oil and gas
reservoirs, which should be found at high points of the trap.
In C-HDF, the reformed hydrocarbon accumulation reservoir
should be regarded as the main exploration object, which
should be found in areas with many fractures. However, the
unreformed reservoirs in C-HDF should not be focused on
at the present stage, but only once the offshore artificial
reservoir technology has matured. For the Lufeng Depression,
the exploration idea of conventional oil and gas reservoirs
in F-HDF is already mature, while the exploration level of
reformed hydrocarbon accumulation reservoir in C-HDF is
low. Thus, to determine the future exploration direction of
WC4+5+6 reservoir, it is necessary to accurately predict the
distribution of reformed reservoir. In this paper, the finite
element numerical simulation software ANSYS was used to
simulate the paleo-tectonic stress field formed by structural
fractures in the study area, and the density of fractures in
the WC4+5+6 was quantitatively predicted (Fig. 10(a)). The
results show that fractures are well developed in LF13s, and
the fracture density is large, which has a significant effect on
the tight reservoir. The WC4+5+6 oil and gas accumulations
drilled by the C-4-1d well are located in the tight reservoir area
where fractures are the most developed (Fig. 10(b)). According
to the overlap diagram of the relative intensity of fracture
and tight reservoir range in WC4+5+6 , high fracture density is
found in the C-4 well block, C-8 well block and the western
part of C-8 well block in LF13s, which is the development
area of reformed reservoir and has a good exploration prospect
(Fig. 10(b)).

6. Conclusions
1) The buried depth corresponding to BHAD in the Lufeng
Depression ranges from 3,500 to 4,000 m, which becomes
gradually shallower from the interior to the edge of the
depression. The HADL in the Lufeng sag is about 5,800
m.

2) In the Lufeng Depression, the whole EP1+2 reservoir is
distributed within F-HDF, and most of the EP3+4 and
WC1+2+3 reservoirs are also in F-HDF. Meanwhile, most
of the WC4+5+6 reservoir and a limited part of WC1+2+3
reservoir exceed BHAD and are in C-HDF. In addition,
the WC4+5+6 oil and gas accumulation drilled by the C-41d well is an important reformed oil and gas accumulation
in C-HDF.
3) In the Lufeng Depression, the exploration focus of Paleogene oil and gas should be on conventional oil and gas
reservoirs in F-HDF and reformed oil and gas accumulations in C-HDF. For the EP and WC1+2+3 reservoirs,
conventional oil and gas reservoir exploration should be
focused on, and the tight reservoir of WC4+5+6 should
be explored in the high fracture density area in C-4 and
C-8 well blocks and the west of C-8 well block.
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